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EUROPE’S NO. 1 IN PIPEWORK SYSTEMS

New and exclusive from JACOB:

NEW PRODUCTS IN THE RANGE –

FOOD GRADE RANGE
meets EC 1935/2004
and
FDA requirements

WITH ADDED VALUE

The new FOOD GRADE RANGE from
JACOB PIPEWORK SYSTEMS sets new
standards in food safety and is the first
product range in our market segment
that meets the stringent requirements of
the European “EC 1935/2004” standard
as well as the American “FDA” food
regulations.
Our JACOB FOOD GRADE range is a
modular, stainless-steel pipework system
with more than 3000 products. We have
spent months meticulously checking
more than 1000 of our product components – from steel through to adhesives and sealing materials – and replacing
or redesigning them where necessary so that all the parts of our “FOOD
GRADE” products that come into contact with food satisfy the stringent
EU requirements of the EC 1935/2004 directive as well as the American FDA
regulations regarding contact with food.
Our “adhesive-free” vulcanised U-shaped seals not only ensure food grade
conformity in compliance with EC 1953/2004 and the FDA requirements, but
also have better temperature and tear resistance than conventional adhesivebonded U-shaped seals. All components that come into contact with food are
made exclusively of stainless steel that meets the quality standard of at least
V2A/1.4301. We avoid the use of adhesives wherever possible, and in situations
where their use is unavoidable, we use only food-grade adhesives.
We would be pleased to tell you more about the advantages of our new
product range. Call on +49 0571/9558-239, or email us at sales@jacob-rohre.de
or alternative click www.jacob-pipesystems.eu

INNOVATIONS IN A NUTSHELL
앬 JACOB FOOD GRADE range
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앬 Best-selling distributor technology
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JACOB sets new standards in food safety. Our
new “FOOD GRADE” product range ensures
rigorous compliance with the requirements of
EC 1935/2004 and the FDA. To our knowledge,
we are the first manufacturer of modular pipe
systems in Europe that is able to satisfy the requirements of EU directive EC 1935/2004.
We have spent months checking more than 1000
of our product components and replacing them
where necessary so that our new FOOD GRADE
range includes only products whose productcontacting components meet the requirements of
EC 1935/2004 and the FDA.
In conjunction with our FOOD GRADE product
development, we have now introduced vulcanised
and thus “adhesive-free” U-shaped seals to our
range and are the first manufacturer in our market
segment to do so. The “adhesive-free” U-shaped
seals are a prerequisite for achieving food-grade
approval in accordance with EC 1935/2004. As an
added bonus, the vulcanised U-shaped seal also
has better temperature and tear resistance than
conventional adhesive-bonded U-shaped seals.
Jacob is expanding its production capacity for
the manufacture of customised products. We aim
to provide our customers with complete solutions
from a single source and, in order to serve our
customers even more effectively, we have recently
increased our production area for customised
production by 1000m².
Our range of products also includes several practical adaptors for connecting machinery or other
pipe systems to our easy-to-install modular
system. The JACOB counterflange is another new
addition that makes installation easier than ever.
We look forward to building on our successful and
trusting cooperation in the future.
Please share your suggestions with us, so that we
can further optimise the JACOB Pipework System
and create added value for our customers.
With best wishes from our headquarters in Porta
Westfalica, Germany.

Patrick Jacob
Managing Director

Dr. Uwe Braun
Managing Director

Connecting to the JACOB PIPEWORK SYSTEM
couldn’t be easier

Machine adapters for connecting to
the easy-to-install modular system
JACOB PIPEWORK SYSTEMS now include counterflanges in the
series-manufactured range. In response to customer demand, JACOB
has simplified transitions to the modular pipework system by introducing adapter flanges, which are available in square or round form.
The new machine adapters are welded onto the machine outlet or
inlet ports. Matching counterflanges from JACOB’s modular range
can then be used to connect the adaptors to the pipeline, simply and
quickly, using bolts. Counterflanges are available in stainless steel or
unprimed mild steel. They are used in conjunction with silicone or
NBR gaskets to ensure reliable connections to the pipe system.
Previously, the customer had to provide a counterflange or adapt it
to the correct hole pattern.
The new counterflange completes the wide range of JACOB transitions and connection adapters, which also includes welding ends
and transition pieces or connecting flanges. More information:
JACOB Product catalogue p. 60/62 or click on www.pipe-systems.eu
- News.
The series manufactured range covers diameters from DN 80 to DN
300 mm. Larger diameters are available, of course, on request.

Europe’s powerful trio for pipe systems
Three manufacturing facilities, one pipe
system. The bandwidth of our services
reaches from large series manufacture
down to product variants and customised
production in accordance with customer
drawings.
We have set ourselves the goal of providing
our customers with complete solutions from
a single source. For this reason, we have
recently increased our manufacturing capacity for customised production by approximately 1000 m². At our Gransee (LTG)
facility, for example, a new production hall
has been purpose-built and equipped with
new machinery that will enable us to meet
all your needs quickly and proficiently:
carrying out tasks ranging from batch
production according to customer drawings
through to small series production.

Our subsidiary company Eurotubi is our
specialist when it comes to the automated
manufacture of longitudinally seam-welded
pipes. Eurotubi produces pipes with diameters of 50 to 305 mm and lengths of up
to 12 metres. We are able to process a wide
range of materials – including Aluminized,
hot rolled pickled, cold rolled or galvanized
steel – in any thicknesses within the range
1 to 3 mm.
The parent company in Porta Westfalica
continues to concentrate on series production of the modular pipe system, manufacturing more than 5000 different products. It
also manufactures some variants and
customised products. At Porta, JACOB PIPEWORK SYSTEMS also operate the largest
warehouse of its kind in Europe, with
finished products to the value of 6 m Euro

Strong
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and semi-finished products to the value of
5 m Euro. This allows us to serve our customers quickly, flexibly and punctually. Our
easy-to-install pipe system is distributed
and sold via 40 subsidiary companies and
representatives worldwide, many of whom
also have their own warehouses on site.

Eurotubi – Automated pipe production
Specialist manufacturer of longitudinally seam-welded pipes up to
12 m in length

JACOB – MODULAR PIPE SYSTEM
Modular pipe systems with more than 5000 products

Gransee – Customised production
Specialists in customer-specific production and
individual solutions

Best-selling distributor technology
The JACOB range of 2-way distributors is highly prized by plant engineers thanks to its fully developed engineering design, manufacturing accuracy and reliable precision quality of these products. JACOB uses its own specially developed tools to create
optimally designed pressed components. Reductions in cross-section are a common problem, but not with JACOB’s 2-way valves.
JACOB offers a wide variety of 2-way distributors in its standard catalogue range. The type of distributor used depends on the
type of application and the customer’s requirements. More than 100,000 of these best-selling units have been sold so far.

Contact
Sales Germany
Uwe Schmidt (Head of Sales)
Phone +49 (0)571 9558-136
Export
Phone +49 (0)571 9558-239
Fax +49 (0)571 9558-240
sales@jacob-rohre.de
Technical support
Thomas Granz
Phone +49 (0)571 9558-327
Marketing (Head of Marketing)
Thorsten Meinsen (V.i.S.d.P.)
Phone +49 (0)571 9558-181

The range of technically advanced products also includes multi-way distributors with more
than 20 outlet branches. With double turn-head distributors, it is even possible to have more
than 2 x 20 outlets. The JACOB range of distributors is listed in the main catalogue and
includes a wide variety of products to suit different applications and customer requirements.
They include turn-head distributors for granular products and horizontally fitted, pressuresealed swivel pipe switches, for example. Distributors are used in many industries, such as in
coffee production, the plastics industry, animal feed production and all types of grain handling.
Turn-head distributors, actuated by control systems, are used to channel various products
along different branches of pipe networks for further processing. They are often found in silos
systems, where they are used to distribute bulk goods, for example, from one silo to several
different silo cells.
Excellent accuracy of fit and sealing performance, a wear-resistant design, easy disassembly &
replacement of components, and outstanding series-production quality are the defining
characteristics of this range.
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